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ABSTRACT:  

New luminescent terbium complex was synthesized by using β-diketonate 1,3[bis(4methoxyphenyl)]propane1,3dionato (BMPD) 

ligand. The formation of BMPD and its terbium complex was confirmed with the help of various techniques such as CHN elemental 

analysis, IR, NMR. The organic ligand absorbed the energy and transferred it to the central metal ion in an efficient manner through 

sensitization process which was supported by the UV-visible and photoluminescence spectroscopy. The luminescence behavior of the 

complex was examined in detail. The characteristic bands corresponding to 5D4→7Fj transitions of terbium ion observed in the 

emission spectrum of complex. Among the transitions, the most intense electric dipole transition was appeared at 545 nm which was 

assigned to the 5D4→7F5 transition. This prominent peak was responsible for the green color of the terbium complex. This fact further 

supported by color coordinates which were also located in the green region of the chromaticity diagram. These results indicated that 

the complex can be used as emitting material in display devices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

      Nowadays, the rare earth complexes are of great interest to scientist mainly due to their attractive photophysical properties which 

encouraged numerous applications such as luminescence materials [1], electroluminescence devices [2], luminescent probes for 

development of fluoroimmuno-assays [3], organic light emitting devices (OLEDs) [4] and labels in biological system [5]. The 

absorption of directly excited terbium ion is small, therefore, terbium ion requires coordination with suitable organic chromophore 

which behaves as antenna [6]. The organic ligand absorbs the excitation energy and transfers it to the emitting levels of terbium ion 

via sensitization mechanism. Infact, the photoluminescence intensity of complexes is controlled by the efficiency of energy transfer 

mechanism from ligand to central metal ion. The bidentate β-diketone ligand possesses strong absorption over a long range of 

wavelength and has the ability to encapsulate the terbium ion, confering stability to complex [7]. These characteristics make the β-

diketone ligand a good class of organic chromophore which meets all the requirements as described above to sensitize the 

luminescence of terbium ion.  

      In this communication, to obtain highly luminescent complex, a β-diketonate 1,3[bis(4methoxyphenyl)]propane1,3dionato 

ligand has been employed. The synthesized complex was characterized by various techniques. A detailed investigation of excitation 

and emission spectra, CIE color coordinates and decay curve has been done in order to explore the luminescence properties.  

2. Experimental 

      High purity terbium nitrate [Tb(NO3)3.5H2O; 99.9%] was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The other chemicals such as 4-

methoxyacetophenone, 4-methoxybenzoyl chloride and potassium carbonate were purchased from commercial source and used as 

received. The ligand BMPD was synthesized adopting ecofriendly microwave approach and then recrystalized three times with 

DMSO to obtain ligand of high purity. Double distilled water was used throught the experiments. 

2.1 Synthesis of HBMPD ligand 

      A few drops of water were added in a mixture of 4-methoxyacetophenone (0.75 g, 5 mmol), 4-methoxybenzoyl chloride (0.68 mL, 

5 mmol) and potassium carbonate (1.38 g, 10 mmol) to make homogenous mixture. Then, the resulting mixture was irradiated with 

microwave radiation for 40 s. The progress of the reaction was examined by TLC (thin layer chromatography). The crushed ice was 

added to the mixture and acidified with concentrated hydrochloric acid. The solid was separated out and recrystallized three times 

with DMSO solvent [8]. The HBMPD was obtained as yellow crystalline solid in 90% yield with 112°C melting point. IR (KBr): cm-1 

3480 (b), 3045 (w), 2949 (w), 1680 (s), 1597 (s), 1490 (s), 1446 (s), 1307 (s), 1251 (s), 1024 (s), 837 (s), 783 (s), 509 (m); 1H-NMR 

(400MHz): δ 12.07 (s, 1H, enolic OH), 7.93-6.91 (m, 8H, Ar-H), 6.83 (s, 1H, enol CH), 4.80 (s, 2H, keto-CH2), 4.62 (s, 6H, OCH3) 

ppm. Anal. Calcd for: C, 71.83, H, 5.63; found: C, 71.62; H, 5.58.  
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2.2 Synthesis of terbium(III) complex 

      An ethanolic solution of BMPD ligand (0.909 g, 3.2 mmol) was slowly mixed with the aqueous solution of terbium nitrate 

pentahydrate (0.43 g, 1.0 mmol). The resulting reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h at 50-60°C temperature. The pH of the mixture 

was adjusted to 6.0-6.5 with 0.05M aqueous NaOH solution. The slow evaporation formed yellow precipitates of terbium complex 

which were filtered, washed and dried in hot air oven [9]. 

Tb(BMPD)3(H2O)2 (C1): yellow solid, yield 75%; IR (KBr): cm-1 3412 (b), 3067 (s), 3000 (s), 2934 (s), 1602 (s), 1492 (s), 1462 (s), 

1426 (s), 1379 (s), 1302 (s), 1257 (s), 1226 (s), 1183 (s), 1126 (s), 1018 (s), 937 (s), 848 (s), 791 (s), 467 (m); 1H-NMR (400MHz): δ 

8.85-7.15 (m, 24H, Ar-H), 4.65 (s, 18H, -OCH3), 3.62 (s, 3H, enol CH). Anal. Calcd for TbC51H45O12: C, 58.62; H, 4.69; Tb, 15.22; 

found: C, 58.32; H, 4.48; Tb, 15.08. 

 

Scheme 1. The synthetic route and structures of the BMPD ligand and its terbium(III) complex. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Elemental analysis 

      The observed elemental analytical data of HBMPD ligand and terbium(III) complex for the carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen 

elements are closely approaching to calculated values, suggesting that the composition of the complex is conformed to 

Tb(BMPD)3(H2O)2. 

3.2 FT- IR and NMR spectral analysis 

      The binding nature of ligands to the terbium(III) ion is assessed by a comparative study of spectra of ligand and complex. In the 

spectrum of ligand, a broad absorption band of enolic –OH proton at 3480 cm-1 noticed, which was found to be absent in the spectrum 

of complex, proposing the involvement of enolic –OH of ligand in coordination to the Tb(III) ion. The strong absorption band of ›CO 

stretch at 1680 cm-1 in spectrum of ligand exhibited a noticeable decrease in the ›CO frequency in spectrum of complex, suggesting 

the coordination of ligand to the metal through ›CO group of ligand [10]. This fact is further affirmed by visualizing a medium intense 

band of Tb-O vibration in 467 cm-1 range. Similarly, in spectrum of complex the enolic C=C stretching vibrations were red shifted 

relative to spectrum of ligand, indicating the extension of π-conjugation in complex.  

      In 1H-NMR spectra, the singlet peaks were noticed in spectrum of ligand at 12.07 ppm and 4.80 ppm, ascertaining to enolic –OH 

and ketonic –CH2 protons, respectively. These signals disappeared in the spectrum of complex, suggesting that the ligand in enolic 
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form coordinates with the Tb(III) ion. The signal of enolic =CH proton at 6.83 ppm in the spectrum of ligand shifts to high upfield in 

the spectrum of complex, intends the paramagnetism of terbium ion. 

3.3 UV-visible absorption spectra  

      Figure 1 displays the UV-visible absorption spectra of BMPD ligand and terbium(III) complex in DMSO solution (1×10-5 mol/L) 

at room temperature [11]. The UV-absorption profile of terbium complex was almost similar to the BMPD ligand absorption profile, 

proposing that the coordination of terbium metal ion does not affect the singlet excited level of ligand in a significant way. The 

maximum absorption at 360 nm was associated with the π-π* transition of organic ligands as the terbium ion shows negligible 

absorption in this range. 

 

                   Fig. 1. The UV-visible absorption spectra of BMPD ligand and terbium complex in DMSO solvent. 

3.4 Luminescence properties  

       The solid state photoluminescence excitation spectrum of terbium(III) complex measured at 545 nm wavelength corresponds to 
5D4→7F5 intense emission transition of terbium(III) ion as depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of a broad excitation band in 280-450 nm 

region in which the maxima observed at 362 nm assigned to the π-π* transitions of ligands. The strong band in 300-400 nm region 

reveals that the ligands are favourable for absorption of energy and transfer to the terbium(III) ion, resulting into characteristic 

emission bands of Tb(III) ion. 

 

Fig. 2. The solid state excitation spectrum terbium(III) complex monitored at 545 nm. 

      Upon excitation at 362 nm, the photoluminescence emission spectrum of terbium(III) complex comprise of discrete bands 

predominantly located in 400-600 nm region corresponding to the transitions from 5D3-4 excited levels to 7F4-6 levels of terbium ion. 

Figure 3 shows three main characteristic bands at 448 nm, 490 nm and 545 nm attributed to 5D3→7F4, 5D4→7F6 (magnetic dipole) and 
5D4→7F5 (electric dipole) transitions respectively. The peak of 5D3→7F4 transition is forbidden in both electric and in magnetic dipole 

field. The peak of electric dipole transition is highly sensitive to the chemical environment around the terbium ion and directs the 

green luminescent color of the complex. While, the peak of magnetic dipole transition is non-sensitive to the coordination 
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environment of terbium ion. The intensity of these transitions is controlled by local symmetry and crystal field of terbium ion. 

Therefore, a prominent electric dipole transition in the spectra suggests that the terbium(III) ion is located in the asymmetric 

coordination site of the complex. 

 

Fig. 3. The solid state luminescence emission spectrum of terbium(III) complex excited at 362 nm. 

      Figure 4 shows the CIE (Commission Internationale de Eclairage) chromaticity color coordinates (x and y) of terbium(III) 

complex estimated from the emission spectra excited at 362 nm which are located in green region of chromaticity diagram. The value 

of CIE coordinates are calculated as x = 0.1932; y = 0.3941 for the complex.  

 
Fig. 4. The CIE color coordinates of terbium(III) complex. 

      In order to explore the coordination environment around central terbium(III) ion in complex, the decay curves of terbium(III) 

complex are obtained as depicted in Fig. 5. The luminescence decay time of 5D4 excited level of Tb3+ ion in complex was recorded 

from the decay curves by monitoring the most intense emission peak (5D4→7F5) at 545 nm in solid state. The decay profile of 
5D4→7F5 transition obey single exponential function as I = I0 exp (-t/τ) where τ is the radiative decay time, I and I0 are the luminescence 

intensities at time t and 0, respectively. The results of the decay curves proposed that the terbium ion is present in single chemical 

environment in complex.  
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Fig. 5. The photoluminescence decay curve terbium(III) complex. 
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